
Work experience 
DOKTOR.SE (September 2019 - Now) 
Software and Web developer 
I currently work as a front end developer in one of the most prominent healthcare startups in Sweden 
(2nd largest in Sweden and 3d largest in Europe). I was one of the key developers of the web version of 
their phone App which launched successfully this year. I am actively involved in developing most of their 
web based applications making sure the core product and partners implementation are continuously 
improving during the period of very fast growth for the company. 

Technologies: React/Redux, Typescript, Css Modules, Storybook, Node.js, Python 

ACCEDO BROADBAND HONG KONG & SWEDEN (September 2015 – August 2019) 
Software and Web developer 
I was the part of the team that is leading development of multi-platform video applications for prominent 
global clients. The main tasks include development using custom Javascript framework and team 
collaboration. Some of the technologies used: HTML5, CSS3, Javascript ES5/6/7, Node, React.JS, 
Redux, git.. 

Notable projects: HBO (Samsung, LG), D-Tag (Amazon FireTV), NBA (Samsung), iHeart Radio 
(Multiplatform), SiriusXM (Multiplatform), CNBC (Samsung), NRK TV (Multiplatform). 

CROATIAN EMPLOYMENT SERVICE - CES (May 2011 – September 2015) 
Expert advisor in IT department 
For 4 years I was working in the IT department of CES institution where I was involved in numerous task 
with the goal of supporting the core business of the agency. Some of the tasks included application 
development, project management, IT support for various department, web development and 
management, social media strategy..etc 

Education 
UNIVERSITY OF ZAGREB - Master’s degree in Economics (2003-2009)  
I earned master's degree in economics with speciality in Business Information technology. This allowed 
me to gain general knowledge in building efficient IT organisation and other aspects of IT management 
from business perspective. Later I continued to improve my technical expertise with various courses (web 
design, app development..).  

NINGBO UNIVERSITY, PR CHINA - Non-degree language program (2012-2013) 

Janko Prester 
Software Developer/Engineer (JS, NodeJS, 
React.js and related technologies) 
Md. in Economics 

janko.prester@gmail.com 
Skype: jankoprester 

www.jankoprester.com 
https://github.com/jprester 

http://www.jankoprester.com
https://github.com/jprester


I spent one year in China learning mandarin. It was enjoyable experience where beside learning the 
language I was able to immerse myself in many other aspects of the life in China. 

Skills 
IT Skills: Javascript, Node.js, React.js, Vue.js, TypeScript, HTML, CSS, PHP, UI Design (Photoshop / 
Fireworks /Sketch), Project management.  
Language skills: Croatian/Serbian (Native), English (Fluent), German (Basic), Mandarin Chinese (Basic). 
Other: Audio production software, Cryptocurrencies trading 

Projects 
I have worked on numerous freelance project. Since 2014 I was a part of Q-alliance company where I 
developed Wordpress sites for international clients. In 2018 I also worked part-time for cryptocurrency 
startup.  
From 2020 I am also contributing to the Eleuther AI, an ambitious community of prominent machine 
learning experts with the goal of developing advanced GPT-like and multimodal systems and releasing 
them as open source software. I developed their website and some of their internal, web-oriented tools 
which required a client-facing UI. 

You can find more info about my projects on my website: https://www.jankoprester.com or Github: https://
github.com/jprester.

 
 

Other information 
Music 
For a long time I was involved in the field of electronic music, both as Dj and composer/producer. I have 
released more than 20 tracks on various music labels. I was also responsible for organisation of 
numerous music events. 

Other work 
I was one of the reviewers of the “Bootstrap Essentials” book from Pact Publishing. 
Since 2014 I am an active member of Effective Altruist community. 

https://www.wired.com/story/ai-generate-convincing-text-anyone-use-it/
https://www.jankoprester.com
https://github.com/jprester
https://github.com/jprester
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